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About us
The Agency Martulli Viaggi di Martulli S.r.l. was born in 2010 with the pur-
pose to ensure to all their clients a unique experience through tailor-made 
tourist routes between Apulia and Basilicata. The high professional and 
dynamic team of Martulli Viaggi is constantly involved to ensure quality and 
exclusivity of services, working at this purpose with the most important ope-
rators in the market as restaurants, hotels, and providers of touristic services. 
This professional approach mainly consists in support to every person who 
is addressed to us to ensure the complete satisfaction of customers and to 
create unforgettable experiences of travel. Our key words are seriousness, 
transparency and responsibility.

We can provide you:
 • Full support on booking operations by our multilingual staff;
• Competitive contracted rates;
• Licensed and experienced multilingual guides with previous experience;
• Multilingual and accredited tour escorts;
• Ground transportation;
• Guided tour and hikes (individual and groups);
• Luxury tour;
• Special packages (spa, experiences, food and wine);
 • Mice services;
 • 24/7 emergency number;
• Ground services for cruise passengers.

Expert in experiences 
Martulli S.r.l. makes sure that every trip or service offered to our guests 
remains special and memorable. We have the local know-how when it comes 
to travel arrangements and customized vacations. From the beginning, our 
core values have been strong relationships with the distribution network, 
quality products, operational excellence, and people with passion for travel. 
Ours high services standards are a result of highly trained travel team!

Your holidays are our priority
When you select a new destination or choose a new accommodation, you are 
getting yourself into lot of questions as, which facilities you would like to find? 
Which places to visit? To contact a team of experts is the solution. Our only 
aim is your wellbeing, your serenity and amusement. For these reasons we 
have collected several proposals, which will allow you to easily choose the ri-
ght travel solution. Our job is your spare time. You choose the perfect solution 
for your holidays and decide where to go we take care of the rest. Find our 
packages in Travel Agency, on your smartphone, on PC or calling our customer 
care.

Usefull information
Booking
All the bookings, and possible changes on bookings, must be communicate by email to info@
martulliviaggi.com and/or ota@martulliviaggi.com and are considered amended only upon 
written confirmation by our staff. The payment can be made by bank transfer, PayPal, credit 
card or on the spot. Any services can be cancelled. Specifically: from the 29th to 10th days with 
a 50% cancellation fees for the first night, from the 9th day the day of arrival fees of 100%. In 
the case of changes of date with earlier departure during your stay, we will be forced to charge 
the night already fixed by contract. The amount shall be paid within and not exceeding 10 days 
before the departure date, and in any case at the latest within 1 day from the order invoice. 
This balance is not refundable.

Price
All prices specified in this catalogue are meant at net, VAT included and are valid both for indi-
vidual and groups of minimum 15 people. For groups with less participants a supplement may 
be applied. Drinks, tips and tickets are not included as all not explicitly mentioned. If you book 
a full day guided tour or transfer the cost of lunch of tour guides or driver should be provide 
by the groups unless otherwise specified. The prices of facilities (hotels, restaurants, transfer, 
excursions and guided tour) could have variations based on a change of or on other elements 
not specified in this catalogue.

Restaurant
All the rates in pricelists are per person per meal. Standard menus include 3 courses (first cour-
se, main course, dessert or fruit).

Actual number of participants
In the event of changes in the number of participants and/or changes in the rooming list, such 
changes must be immediately sent in writing by email. Vouchers will have to be shown to the 
suppliers (hotels, restaurants, etc.), who will have to sign and stamp, writing the exact number 
of participants. No complaint regarding the actual number of participants will be accepted, 
unless supplied with above mentioned vouchers, duly corrected, countersigned and stamped by 
all service suppliers.

Supplements
Supplements for single room are explicitly specified in the price list and are per person per ni-
ght. Possible changes, due to a limited hotel availability, will be communicated upon confirma-
tion. During CARNIVAL, EASTER, CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR and other events of a local or extraor-
dinary nature, supplements will be applied.

Tour
They are only itinerary suggestions, which we can propose thanks to our experience in tourist 
field. 

For the good result of your journey
Please, follow these advices: be always in time for your meals, which are normally served 
between 13:00 e le 14:00 at lunchtime and between 19:00 e le 20:30 at dinnertime; inform by 
means of telephone the hotel, the restaurant or the supplier of other services with the exact 
arrival time or any possible delay; at the hotel reception show the exact rooming list, with dates 
of birth and front/back copy of tour leader’s identity card.



A wide selection of amazing itineraries 
across the Southern of Italy, to

admire the beauties of our incredible 
country, rich in history, art, food

& wine tradition and breathtaking 
landscapes.

Our itineraries:

Matera

Basilicata

Puglia



Cultural tour

Classic tour of sassi

Itinerary:
-   The tour starts from our travel agency (in via A. Volta n. 3/5);
-   Stop in Piazza San Francesco in front of the homonymous church;
-   Arrival at the Civita, the highest part of the city where you can observe the Cathedral;
-   The tour continues through little streets and alleys to reach Via dei Fiorentini;
-   Rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate;
-   Traditional Cave House;
-   Local handicraft;
-   The tour continues toward Via Madonna delle Virtù and Porta Pistoia. Here there is a widening that 
    serves as a meeting point between the two districts: Sasso Barisano and Sasso Caveoso; 
-   A brief history of San Pietro Caveoso church;
-   The tour end in Piazzetta Pascoli with a view on Sassi.

The tour of Sassi give you the possibility to discover an ancient landscape. Among alleys, churches and cave 
house you could admire an historical and cultural place, living a wonderful experience. Let yourselves be 
guided to the discovery of Matera, a UNESCO site since 1993 and European Capital of Culture!

Tour times:
-   Summer timetable: 10:30 – 11:30 and 12:30 - 5:00 – 6:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday;
-   Winter timetable: 10:30 – 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 - 3:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.
*tour times are subject to change in accordance with specific requirements.

Highlights:
• Visit of both districts: Sasso Barisano and Sasso Caveoso;
• CUPA CUPA traditional music show;
• Visit of Cave House and rocky church.
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Meeting point: 
Via A. Volta n. 3/5 - 75100 Matera, MT.

The price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Rocky church ticket (only for Join In tour);
- Cave House ticket (only for Join In tour);

- Licensed tourist guide.  

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Tasting of local product (only on request);
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 15,00 1

English tour € 35,00 2

French tour € 35,00 2

Germn tour € 35,00 2

Spanish tour € 35,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; the price includes entrance tickets. 

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Grand tour of matera

Itinerary:
-   Meeting point with the guide in our travel agency (in Via Lucana 15);
-   The tour starts in Piazza Vittorio Veneto with brief historical notes on the city, named UNESCO heritage;
-   The first stop is San Giovanni Battista, a beautiful church in Apulian Romanesque style;
-   The tour continues with the visit of Casa Cava an underground environment used as a tuff quarry. Today 
    is an auditorium and Congress Centre;
-   Reached the Sasso Barisano, you will visit the rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate;
-   Then, the tour continues the Sasso Caveoso to visit an ancient Cave House;
-   A little stop in Via Madonna delle Virtù to admire the wonderful landscape. Here you will admire the 
    canyon of Gravina;
-   The next stop is another important rocky church, Madonna delle Grazie;
-   The tour continues util one of the most important churches of the old town, the Purgatory Church;
-   The tour ends with the see of the Cathedral in Apulian Romanesque style which was built in the highest 
    part of the city.

With the Grand Tour of Matera you will discover history and curiosity of this wonderful city. You will admire 
the best place of this ancient city and appreciate people who live here.

Tour times:
-   Summer and winter timetable: 09:30 a.m.
 It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Visit of both districts: Sasso Barisano and Sasso Caveoso;
• Visit of Casa Cava;
• Visit of Cave House and rocky churches.

Meeting point: 
Via Lucana n. 15 – 75100 Matera, MT.

The price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Rocky churches tickets (only for Join In tour);
- Cave House ticket (only for Join In tour);

- Casa Cava ticket (only for Join in tour);
- Licensed tourist guide.  

The price does not include:
- Cathedral ticket (€1,00 per person);
- Food and beverage;
- Tasting of local product (only on request);
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 15,00 1

English tour € 35,00 2

French tour € 35,00 2

German tour € 35,00 2

Spanish tour € 35,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; the price includes entrance tickets.

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Tour of crypt of the original sin with transfer

Itinerary:
Your driver will accompany you to the Crypt of Original Sin, an ancient cave used by Benedictine monks as 
a church in the IX century B.C. This Crypt was painted by a local painter called “Flowers painter of Matera”. 
It was discovered in the 1963 by a group of young people who loved art and history of Matera. Nowadays, 
the Crypt of the Original Sin is one of the best places visited in Southern Italy.

The Crypt of the Original Sin is one of the most ancient evidence of the rocky art in the South of Italy. The 
beautiful frescos show the typical properties of Benedictine art under the Lombard domination. The chur-
ch-cave is known as the Sistine Chapel of rupestrian art.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.

Price:
Price per person Min. of person

€ 90,00 1
€ 45,00 2
€ 35,00 3
€ 30,00 da 4 a 8

Note: the price is per person; for children under 10, €12,00; the price includes entrance ticket and transfer 
with minivan; available languages: Italian, English, French, German and Spanish.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Visit of the Sistine Chapel of the Southern Italy;
• Beautiful frescos;
• Transfer with minivan.

The price includes:
- Tour of 30 minutes;

- Entrance ticket;
- Transfer with minivan;

- Audio guide.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via A. Volta n. 3/5 - 75100 Matera, MT.

Tuk-tuk tour

Itinerary:
-   Purgatory church;
-   Cathedral of Matera;
-   San Giovanni church;
-   Panoramic view on Sasso Barisano;
-   Panoramic view on Sasso Cavoso;
-   Piazza Vittorio Veneto.

Let yourselves be guided into the streets of Matera with this special tour. With Tuk-tuk tour you could admi-
re the wonderful atmosphere of Matera. Comfort, style, and culture: the best thing to live one of the most 
particular tours of Matera, the European Capital of the Culture 2019.

Tour times:
- Summer timetable: every hour from 09:30 a.m. to 08:30 p.m. 
- Winter timetable: every hour from 09:30 a.m. to 06:30 p.m. 
It is available from Monday to Sunday. 

Highlights:
•Panoramic view of the old town;
• Private driver;
• Photo stops.
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Meeting point: 
Piazza San Francesco (in front of BPER Banca) – 
75100 Matera, MT.

Price:

Price per person Min. person
Italian tour € 30,00 2
English tour € 30,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 5; for children from 6 to 10 years old: €5,00; for children from 
11 to 17 years old: €10,00. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Tour of 45 minutes;

- Licensed driver/tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Matera: no time to die (mission 007)

Itinerary:
-   The tour starts in Piazza Vittorio Veneto with a little description of Matera as UNESCO heritage;
-   A walk-through Via delle Beccherie, road connecting Via Duomo to the beautiful Romanesque Cathedral. 
    You will discover more things related to important scenes shot right here;
-   The tour goes on through narrow streets until reaching Sasso Barisano with its architecture. It has been 
    the background to the movie scenes;
-   We continue with a walk along Via Madonna delle Virtù, from which you can admire the amazing 
    landscape of Gravina. It is the favourite place of James Bond during the scenes with his Aston Martin;
-   After a few steps we could taste local products in a suggestive location in which you can admire a 
    wonderful landscape;
-   The tour continues up to the Civita and then arrive in Via Muro, the most popular road of Matera. Here, 
    we can discover the highlights of the main scenes of this movie;
-   The tour ends in Piazza Pascoli, one of the most suggestive squares of Matera, where it was set up the 
    Hotel Balcony build.

During this tour, you will discover the flip side of Matera. You can follow in the footsteps of James Bond, 
who has chosen attractive places of Sassi for his last secret mission: NO TIME TO DIE. Our special agent will 
lead you to the discovery of the movie set, between interesting anecdotes and facts.

Tour times:
- Summer and winter timetable: 09:30 a.m. - It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Visit of Matera on the trail of James Bond;
• Discover the movie set;
• Discover a dynamic city. 
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Meeting points: 
Via Lucana n. 15 – 75100 Matera, MT.

The price includes:
- Tour of 3h30;

- Tasting of local food (only for Join in tour);
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Cathedral ticket (€1,00 per person);
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 45,00 2

English tour € 65,00 2

French tour € 65,00 2

German tour € 65,00 2

Spanish tour € 65,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; the price includes tasting of local food. 

Private tour

Price of tour 

Italian tour € 160,00

English tour € 180,00

French tour € 180,00

German tour € 180,00

Spanish tour € 180,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include tasting 
of local food, which must be paid on site.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Tour of parco murgia

Itinerary:
-   Church sanctuary of Santa Maria della Palomba with its neviera, 
    refectory, cellar, cistern, and kitchen;
-   A walk on Murgecchia;
-   Madonna dei Derelitti church.

The tour of Parco Murgia is a wonderful experience that involved all people. This tour put yourselves into 
the history of this magical place. During this tour you will discover the first human settlement and traces 
ancient villages.  At the end of the tour, you will see an incomparable show, the sunset light that illuminates 
the Sassi of Matera. 

Tour times:
- Summer timetable: 6:30/7:00 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sun-
day;
- Winter timetable: 3:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.
*tour times are subject to change in accordance with specific require-
ments.

Highlights:
• Visit of rocky churches;
• History of Matera;
• Transfer with minivan.
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Meeting point: 
Via A. Volta n. 3/5 – 75100 Matera, MT.

The price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Rocky church ticket (only for Join In tour);
- Transfer with minivan (only for Join In tour);

- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Tasting of local product (only on request);
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 25,00 1

English tour € 45,00 2

French tour € 45,00 2

German tour € 45,00 2

Spanish tour € 45,00 2

Note: the price is per person; for children under 14: €10,00; the price includes entrance 
tickets and transfer with minivan.

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets and transfer with minivan, which must be paid on site. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Gastronomic tour

Visit to the oil mill with tasting

Details:
The firm was established in 2000 thanks to the passion of the owners for the land and especially for the 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil. It is considered one of the most important products in Southern Italy. Moreover, the 
firm won the first place in Olivarum, a regional competition, getting the “Olio dei Sassi” brand.

The tour is divided into three different parts: 
• Visit of the fields;
• Visit to the olive oil mill;
• Tasting.

You could choose between: 
• Oil tasting with the famous bread of Matera. The guide will explain ways to recognize an authentic and 
   tasty oil;
• Tasting of typical products.

Matera is a city full of history and culture, but it can surprise you with its gastronomic traditions. This expe-
rience will introduce you to one of the genuine local products, the oil, from its cultivation and production 
until the final product.

Tour times:
- Summer and winter timetable: 09:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Price:
Price per person Min. person

Visit and oil tasting € 15,00 2
Visit and tasting of local products € 20,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 10; prices valid even for English language.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Visit oliveyards and oil mill;
• Tradition and passion;
• Oil tasting with local products.

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

- Tour leader;
- Visit of oliveyards and oil mill;

- Tasting (according to the choice).

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Tour times: 
Via Vincenzo Alvino, sn - 75100 Matera, MT.

Bread of matera: an ancient tradition

Details:
Our experiential tour includes a workshop about the realization of the bread with a previous presentation 
and description of the bakery. The workshop starts with the description of the products such as: best local 
semolina, flour, and sourdough. 
It continues with the description of processing techniques: mixture, leavening, the creation of the shape of 
the bread with a traditional stamp put on them. 

During the bread making, the guests will work and create their own shape of bread that can take away after 
the cooking. At the end of the workshop, they will taste typical products. 

The city of Matera, the European Capital of Culture 2019, is known not only for its panoramic and archi-
tectural beauties but also for its aromas and flavours of the culinary tradition. One of the best products is 
the famous bread of Matera.

Tour times:
-Summer and winter timetable: 09:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Workshop in an ancient bakery;
• Bread making;
• Tasting.
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Meetings point: 
Via Via Lucana n. 15 – 75100 Matera, MT.

Price:

Price per person Min. person
Workshop in Italian € 25,00 2
Workshop in English € 35,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 10.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

- Visit of an ancient bakery;
- Workshop; 

- Tasting.

The price does not include:
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Trekking: parco murgia and ponte tibetano

Itinerary:
-   Meeting point at the begging of the tour to reach the Tibetan bridge;
-   Walk to Parco Murgia;
-   Visit of ancient rocky coenobites;
-   Finds of Neolithic villages with apiaries;
-   Places in which Mel Gibson shot is masterpiece “The Passion”. 

Trekking on the Parco Murgia is a wonderful experience best suited to people who love nature and long 
walks. It is an alternative tour to discover the city of Sassi in a different way. The route will follow the old 
mule tracks used by farmers to reach their fields, a real journey into the past and tradition. 

Tour times:
- Summer timetable: from 09:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
- Winter timetable: from 09:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
It is available from Monday to Sunday. 

Price:
Prices Duration

€ 110,00 2 h
€ 140,00 3 h
€ 180,00 4 h
€ 220,00 5 h

Note: the price is based on the duration of the tour; the price is small groups (from 1 to 10 people); free for 
Under 10; this price is also available for tour in English language.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Tibetan bridge;
• Trekking on the Parco Murgia;
• The length of route is customizable.

The price includes:
- Tour leader;

- Trekking.

The price does not include:
- Trekking equipment;
- Food and beverage;
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Madonna delle Virtù, 27 - 75100 Matera, MT.

Horseback riding - parco murgia

Itinerary:
Horseback riding and somersaults led by experts in the sector, Lasting one hour for beginners, up to several 
days for experts, ensure that the visitor remains completely immersed in the territory that surrounds him 
experiencing it one step by mule at a time.

The best way to enjoy the beautiful scenery of Parco Murgia (Matera) is crossing it “slowly” and in company 
of beautiful horses and mules. 

Tour times:
It is available from Monday to Sunday. Timetable could be 
established at the time of booking.

Highlights:
• Beautiful scenery of Parco Murgia;
• Horseback riding with experts;
• Discover Basilicata.
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Meeting point: 
Contrada Pedale della Palomba – 75100 Matera, 
MT.

Price:

Price per person
Per hour € 25,00

Note: the price is per person; we suggest choosing the 2h tour to make a starting briefing; the experts can 
choose the 1h tour.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Tour leader;

- Horseback riding;
- Equipment.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Matera: hot air balloon

Details:
You can choose among three different flights:

• Standard flight: share with other people this wonderful flight over the Southern Italy;

• Group Flight: live an adventure with your best friends (from 5 to 8 people);

• Exclusive flight: beauty and emotion. A magical atmosphere, with a toast to share with the person you 
   love.

The flight with hot air balloon is unique experience. With our team you will discover the authentic soul of 
Matera. You will live an experience with the best licenced society in the Southern Italy, able to carry out 
commercial flight with passengers. Indeed, they have a licence issued by ENAC, the National Civil Aviation 
Authority and specific aviation insurance. 

Tour times:
- It is available from Monday to Sunday only in the 
morning – 05:45 a.m. 

Price:
Price Number of people

Standard flight € 229,00
per person

Da 2 a 8
(join in)

Group flights € 194,00
per person

Da 5 a 8
(only for groups)

Exclusive flight € 899,00
per couple

2

Note: the price is per person, except for the exclusive flight.

In case of cancellation of the tour due to personal withdrawal or to adverse weather conditions, you will receive a 
voucher valid for 36 months. 

Highlights:
• A unique experience;
• Discover Matera in a different way;
• Original gift.

The price includes:
- Briefing in advance;

- Flight ;
- Certificate of flight;

- Transport from/to the point of departure (hotel 
in Matera);

- Breakfast in Masseria after landing;
- Aviation insurance under current legislation.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service if you stay in another city;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting points: 
Pick-up presso vostra struttura a Matera, MT.

22
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Details:
You can choose among three type of cards:

•    FULL CARD
Sites included: 
-   Rocky church of Madonna delle Grazie;
-   Cave House “Once upon a time”; 
-   Rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate; 
-   Casa Cava;
-   Museum of Madonna della Bruna;
-   Museum “Racconti in Pietra”;
-   You will receive a map of the city and useful information to explore Matera.

Do not miss the opportunity to discover the hidden corners of the city of Sassi. Discover the best place of 
Matera with our cards. 

Card collection at our office
-   From Monday to Friday: in the morning from 9.00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
    In the afternoon from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
-   Saturday and Sunday: in the morning from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Note: at the card collection will be given all the information about the sites included (times and addres-
ses).

Prezzi:
Price per person Price per children (6-14)

Full Card € 18,00 € 5,00
Light Card € 12,00 € 4,00
Small Card € 9,00 € 3,00

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 5; this price is also available for tour in English, French, Spanish 
and German language.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
•  Rocky church of Madonna delle Grazie: it is based in the Sasso Caveoso and it is one of the most 
    important places of worship inside the Rioni Sassi. Its history is interesting also because it was the last 
    church closed for worship;
•  Cave House “Once upon a time”:  it is the only architectural testimony of the ancient rural civilization. 
    The Cave House is divided in different areas with ancient objects related to customs and traditions of that 
     culture pushed to the margins of society;
•   Rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate: it is based in the Sasso Barisano. This church is carved into the 
     rock and is built according to the typical local building tradition. Part of it is made in the rock bank and 
     the other part is made of masonry bearing local calcarenite;
•   Casa Cava: an underground environment used as a tuff quarry. Today is an auditorium and Congress 
     Centre;
•   Museum of Madonna della Bruna: it is based in the Sasso Barisano and proposes a multimedia path 
     made of images, sounds and suggestions to live one of the most important religious events of Matera “la 
     Madonna Della Bruna”;
•   Museum “Racconti in Pietra”: a true journey through time, where you can discover the oldest phases of 
     the city. Get ready to meet dinosaurs and creatures that once populated these places, such as the Julian 
    Whale. 

The price includes:
- Sites included in the description;

- Validity of 48h from first entry ;
- Map with useful information to explore the city;

- Assistance.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Lucana, 15 (presso nostra agenzia) 75100 Matera, MT.
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•   SMALL CARD
Sites included: 
-   Rocky church of Madonna delle Grazie;
-   Cave House “Once upon a time”; 
-   Rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate; 
-   Museum “Racconti in Pietra”;
-   You will receive a map of the city and useful information to explore Matera.

•    LIGHT CARD
Sites included: 
-   Rocky church of Madonna delle Grazie;
-   Cave House “Once upon a time”; 
-   Rocky church of Sant’Antonio Abate; 
-   Museum of Madonna della Bruna;
-   You will receive a map of the city and useful information to explore Matera.
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Cultural tour

The archaeological site of metaponto

Itinerary:
-   The tour begins with the visit of the National Archaeological Museum of Metaponto where you will 
     discover the history of the city;
-   Visit the Archaeological Park of Apollonio Licio with its urban sanctuary, part of the Agorà and the main 
    North-South axis (Plateia);
-   Visit the Tavole Palatine with the Doric temple built by Achaeans in the 630 B.C. The temple was called 
    also “school of Pythagoras” in memory of the great philosopher and of his school;
-   The tour ends with the archaeological site of Pantanello. This area has acquired a great anthropological 
    value after an excavation campaign carried out by the University of Texas in 1974. During the 
    archaeological excavation, an incredible variety of remains were found in a state of exceptional 
    conservation. 

Metaponto is one of the most important ancient cities in Basilicata. Located on the Ionian Cost between 
Bradano and Basento rivers, Metapontum (which means “land between two rivers”) has been symbol of 
the Hellenic culture. It is characterized by important archaeological sites such as the Archaeological Park of 
Apollonio Licio and the wonderful Tavole Palatine. The National Archaeological Museum of Metaponto is 
important to know the history of this old city.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on Monday.

Highlights:
• The National Archaeological Museum of Metaponto; 
• Archaeological Park;
• Tavole Palatine.
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Meeting point: 
The National Archaeological Museum of Metaponto, Viale Aristea, 21 - 75012 Metaponto, MT.

The  price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Tour of the National Archaeological Museum of 
Metaponto;

- Tour of Archaeological Park and Tavole Palatine;
- Licensed tourist guide.  

The price does not include:
- Transfer service from and to Metaponto;
- Museum ticket;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Policoro and the ancient heraclea

Itinerary:
Visit the Archaeological Museum of Siritide, in which you could admire pottery, votive statues and grave 
goods.
Visit the Archaeological Park Siris-Heraclea, which includes the old acropolis of Heraclea and the urban san-
ctuaries dedicated to the worship of Dionysus and Demetra.

Optional upgrade
Visit of Santa Maria d’Anglona sanctuary: the last testimony of the ancient city of Angola. The sanctuary, 
located on a hill between Tursi and Policoro, dominates the valley below between the river Agri and Sinni. 
This sanctuary is also important for its famous paintings of the Old Testament.

Policoro is a charming seaside resort on Ionian Cost, located few kilometres from Matera. Its origins are 
incredibly old and are still preserved in Siritide National Museum and in the ruins of the two old centres of 
Heraclea and Siris.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on Monday.

Highlights:
• Siritide National Museum;
• Archaeological Park;
• Old centres of Heraclea and Siris.
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Meeting points: 
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 8 - 75025 Policoro, MT.

The price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Tour of Siritide National Museum;
- Tour of Archaeological Park; 

- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service from and to Policoro;
- Museum ticket;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.
The visit of Sanctuary of Anglona must be quoted on request.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Discover the vulture: venosa, melfi and lagopesole

Itinerary:

• Venosa
Venosa contains an archaeological area that preserves the monumental remains of the Latin colony of 
Venusia (founded in 291 a. C.) from the Republican period to the Middle Ages. There are large public com-
plexes, such as the spa built in the I sec. A.C. and renovated until the III sec. A.C., housing districts, including 
a domus with mosaics. The Abbey of the Holy Trinity is the most important place in the city. It has been 
restored, but you can see the different construction phases: from the imperial Roman domus to the early 
Christian episcopal complex, the Benedictine abbey dating back to the Norman era. To understand the hi-
story of the this city, it is important to visit the Archaeological Museum of Venosa, located in the basements 
of the Aragon’s castle built in 1470 by Pirro del Balzo, dedicated in particular to the Latin colony of Venusia.

• Melfi
Melfi is full of cultural treasures, such as the cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta and the castle of Frederi-
ck II in which you can admire the National Archaeological Museum. The cathedral, with is white facade is 
divided in two part by a ledge and both the upper and lower parts are crossed by pilasters with Corinthian 
capitals. The Museum is located inside the castle of Melfi and Il Museo and presents the important archae-
ological documentation found in the Vulture-Melfese area.  

Basilicata is a region full of ancient history to discover. You can admire wonderful places with our tour, get-
ting in touch with culture and traditions that have made this land the destination of Emperors. 

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on Monday.

Highlights:
• Visit of Venosa, Melfi and Lagopesole with a tourist guide;
• Admire breathtakingly and unspoiled scenery;
• Discover the history of this enchanted places.
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Meeting point: 
Via Normanni - Castello Federiciano - 85025 Melfi, PZ.

The price includes:
- Daily tour (about 8/9h);

- Tour of Melfi, Venosa and Lagopesole;
- Visit of the castle of Melfi, the Archaeological 

Museum of Venosa and the castle of Lagopesole;
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tickets;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 200,00

English tour € 240,00

French tour € 240,00

German tour € 240,00

Spanish tour € 40,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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• Lagopesole
Lagopesole is known for its Swabian past, linked to the figures of Frederick II and his son Manfred and for 
the events related to the brigand Carmine Crocco. The origin of the name comes from the presence of the 
homonymous lake near the town (Lacus Pensilis), dried up at the beginning of the twentieth century. Lago-
pesole, between the VIII and X centuries, performed a military function for the control of the ancient route 
of the Herculea, which connected Melfi to Potenza. 
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Cultural tour 

Tour of aliano, the city of carlo levi

Itinerary:
•   Carlo Levi house. Here, you can observe the Carlo Levi House, trying to live the same emotions of Carlo 
     Levi when he went there for the first time. Small restoration works have been carried out, to give a 
     greater symbolic effect around his house, his kitchen, the fireplace, the bedroom, up to the panoramic 
     terrace;
•   Carlo Levi tomb. The position of the tomb is interesting. It is located on a balcony overlooking the house 
     where Carlo Levi lived, to create a relationship between life and death of the same author;
•   Museum of “Civiltà contadina”. This museum tells the stories of people that you find in the novel of 
     Carlo Levi. Here you can see ancient tools related to the cultivation of the fields, the production of oil, 
     household objects and much more. 

Option upgrade
Visit the emotional museum of craco: the Ghost village of Craco is located on a hill, surrounded by the 
Calanchi, which makes it even more impressive. It is possible to admire what remains of this village, the 
ruins, the abandoned houses and the Norman tower that dominates the valley from a height of 20 meters, 
only scratched by lightning and otherwise perfectly preserved despite landslides of the ground. You can 
also visit the Monastery of San Pietro in which there is the Emotional Museum of Caraco. Thanks to the 
technical, artistic, and digital media, you can see the village of the past, the abandonment and rebirth of 
international projects.

Aliano is a little town near Matera, located in a natural landscape the so called Calanchi, a geomorphologi-
cal phenomenon of land erosion. This town is known thanks to Carlo Levi and his novel  “Cristo si è fermato 
a Eboli”( Christ stopped at Eboli), in which he talks about his life in this little town so far away from Turin, is 
native city. Thanks to this novel people want to know Matera and traditions of its residents. 

Highlights:
• Go over the steps of Carlo Levi’s confinement;
• Tradition and culture peasant;
• Breathtakingly landscapes thanks to the see of Calanchi.
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The price includes:
- Tour of 2h30;

- Visit of Aliano;
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Ticket;
- Tour of Emotional Museo of Craco;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on Monday.

Meeting point: 
Via Martiri d’Ungheria, 1- 75010 Aliano, MT.
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Cultural tour

Dolomiti lucane - castelmezzano e pietrapertosa

Itinerary:

• Castelmezzano
It has been included among the “Borghi più belli d’Italia” (“most beautiful villages in Italy”) of the Touring 
Club Italia guide with Pietrapertosa. Castelmezzano is a typical medieval village with several houses with ro-
ofs of sandstone slabs embedded in a rocky basin. Walking through the old town is a wonderful experience 
because you can admire this village with its buildings inserted in the rock and stairs that open up through 
alleys and invite you to climb to the peaks above and enjoy the wonderful views of the Dolomiti Lucane. 

• Pietrapertosa
It is the second village among the Dolomiti Lucane.
-   The Arabata: it is on the slopes of the castle where was born the first formation of the present town.  It 
     preserves, still today, the ancient Saracen name of Rabata;
-   Norman-Swabian castle: The Castle of Pietrapertosa is in the highest part of the Basento Valley. For this 
     reason, the Castle has always had a military sighting function;
-   San Giacomo Maggiore church: ancient medieval fortress probably dating back to the Langobard era, 
    in which you can observe several paintings and frescoes of 1600/1700 including works by P.A. Ferro and 
    Pietrafesa.

Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa are known thanks to “the Angel Flight”, a tourist attraction that has given 
a lot of visibility to the area. But these two villages, among the Dolomiti Lucana, offer evocative sceneries 
for those who are not lovers of extreme sports. You can visit these villages that hide stories and monumen-
ts that deserve to be told. 

Highlights:
• Visit of Castelmezzano;
• Visit of Pietrapertosa;
• Admire the wonderful landscape of Dolomiti Lucane.
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The price includes:
- Daily tour (about 4/5h);

- Visit of Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa;
- Licensed tourist guide.  

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Ticket;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.
It is possible to choose only one village.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on Monday.

Meeting point: 
Piazza E. Caizzo – 85010 Castelmezzano, PZ.
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Gastronomic tour

Cantine del notaio - wines of the ancient vulture

Details:
The Aglianico grape grown on the slopes of Mount Vulture and the origin of the three natural factors deter-
mining the constitution and ripening of these grapes are:
-   the volcanic soil: fertile and rich mineral elements;
-   the tufo rock layers: deep down, act as water reservoirs during the drier periods of the year;
-   the unique micro-climate. 

Chose your visit:
-   Visit of the Historic Caves and tasting of 3 kind of wine (Preliminare – Atto – Postilla) with taralli and 
    typical cantucci;
-   Visit of the Historic Caves and tasting of 2 kind of wine (La Stipula, Vino Spumante) with some appetizers 
    (olive, chips, nuts, mortadella, salumi and breadsticks);
-   Visit of the Historic Caves and tasting of 3 kind of wine (Rogiro o Preliminare – Firma – Postilla) with 
    taralli, typical cantucci, salumi and local cheese;
-   Visit of the Historic Caves and tasting of 3 kind of wine (Repertorio – Firma – Autentica) with typical 
    products: bruschetta bread with extra-virgin oil produced by the company; ricottine (fresh cheese); 
    Cheese; Salumi; typical desserts.

Join with us to taste the Wines of this wonderful area of Basilicata, the Ancient Vulture! Let us visit ancient 
Franciscan caves in volcanic tuff and the Facìle (an excavation that collected rainwater). The guide will tell 
you the stories and traditions of this area and viticulture.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.

Price:

Italian English
Tour of the cellars € 5,00 € 5,00

Tour and little tasting € 15,00 € 18,00
Tour and appetizer € 18,00 € 20,00

Tour and tasting € 20,00 € 23,00
Tour and gastronimic delights € 25,00 € 32,00

Note: the price is per person, from 2 to 10 people; you can buy local products or wine on site; communi-
cate allergies and/or intolerances at the time of booking; it is necessary to wear comfortable clothes and a 
jacket. 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Ancient Wine Cellar;
• Tasting of wines and local products;
• Discover Basilicata.

The price includes:
- Tour of cellars;

- Tasting (according to the choice);
- Tour leader.  

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Roma, 159 – 85028 Rionero In Vulture, PZ.
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Gastronomic tour

Winery experience - cantine re manfredi

Details:
Our experience includes the visit of the winery and the vineyard with a tasting. You can choose between:
-   Tasting of local products: visit of the winery and the vineyard with a tasting of three most famous Re 
    Manfredi wine, bread and taralli;
-   Light lunch: visit of the winery and the vineyard with a Light Lunch with three wines and local dishes. 
    (min. 10 people and the possibility to add another dish with an increase of € 5 per person). 

Live with us a wonderful experience in an ancient winery. Enjoy the perfumes of this land!
RE MANFREDI was established in 1998, in the heart of Aglianico del Vulture DOC wine country. A stylish far-
mhouse is the centre of the estate which has about 120 hectares of Guyot. The dynamic winery is located 
next to the farmhouse, with its own modern wine making facilities and barrel cellars. 
Our experience includes the visit of the winery and the vineyard with a little tasting of three most famous 
Re Manfredi wine, bread and taralli. You could also choose to add a Light Lunch with three wines and local 
dishes.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking. 

Price:
Price per person

Visit and tasting of local products € 15,00
Visit and light lunch € 25,00

Note: the price is per person; this tour is available also in English language at the same price.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Visit of the cellars;
• Tasting of traditional products;
• Stories about tradition and passion.

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

- Tour of winery and vineyard;
- Tasting according to your choise;

- Tour leader.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Località Pian di Camera - 85029 Venosa, PZ.

Essenza lucano pisticci - what more could you want from life?

Details:
The Essence of Amaro Lucano could be divide in five different themed areas: 
-   Lucania (Basilicata);
-   Lucano (person who lives in Basilicata);
-   Amaro (Liquor);
-   History of a family and the territory;
-   Pacchiana traditional costume (the lady on the bottle of the Amaro).
The tour includes the visit of the herb garden and the exhibition area. In the store you could buy something 
or tasting some product of this brand.

An immersive experience, a multi-sensory journey of colours, scents, and the history of Amaro Lucano, the 
typical liquor of Basilicata.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking – closed on 
Monday.

Highlights:
• Herb Garden;
• Exhibition Area;
• Tasting of “Amaro Lucano” brand.
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Meeting point: 
Viale Cav. Pasquale Vena S.N. - 75015 Pisticci Scalo, 
MT.

Price:

Price per person
Walcome Coffè € 8,00
Aperitif € 8,00
Reinforced Aperitif with Lucano Cocktail € 20,00
Ligh Lunch with local products and Lucano Cocktail € 25,00

Note: the price is per person; the entrance must be paid on site.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Visit of Essenza Lucano;

- Tasting according on your choice;
- Tour leader.

La quota non comprende:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Dolomiti lucane - quad tour

Itinerary:
The route provides a direct approach to nature, along the ancient paths you can admire the landscape of 
this enchanting mountain range that blends with the two villages: Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa.

There are:
-   5 Quad Polaris 330 two-seater;
-   1 Polaris Ranger Crew with 6 seats for a walk with family or group.

Before departure you decide who will be the driver and who will be the passenger and during the route you 
cannot alternate driving. An expert guide will accompany you for the entire duration of the excursion. 

It is also possible to carry out:
-   A 4h Quad experience with final tasting;
-   An experience in Quad at night.

Our quad tours are carried out in a unique landscape: the Dolomiti Lucane. The excursion is suitable for all, 
experts, and beginners. To participate you need:
• hold a category “b” driving licence;
• the passenger is at least 8 years old.

Tour times:
-   10:30 a.m. – 3:00/5:30 p.m. – All days, from Monday to Sunday.

Price:

Activities Availability Duration Price
Daily quad tour All days (13:30 - 

15:00/17:30)
About 
1h30 

Quad € 50,00  + € 25,00 
per passenger

Quad tour and tasting
All days upon reservation Abour 4 h 

Quad € 120,00 + € 25,00 
per passenger

Quad tour at night with 
aperitif

All days at 9:30 p.m. upon 
reservation

About 
1h30

Quad € 50,00  + € 25,00 
per passenger

Note: the price is per person; the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); this price is also available 
for tour in English language; it is necessary to wear comfortable and sports clothes.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Briefing on behaviour and guidance;
• Route of 1h30;
• Nature hike.

The price includes:
- Briefing on the behaviour and guide of the

Quad for the excursion;
- Rental and vehicles including petrol;

- RC insurance against third parties;
- Protective helmets;

- A disposal balaclava;
- Tour about 1h30;

- Tour leader.

La quota non comprende:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
via Provinciale n. 4. 85010, Castelmezzano, PZ.
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Sasso di castalda - tibetan bridges

Details:
The hanging walk on Tibetan bridges starts in the old town of Sasso di Castalda and continues until the 
banks of “Fosso Arezzano”.
The village is characterised by stone houses that overlook the narrow streets, which lead to the starting 
point of the first bridge, “Ponte Petracca”. It is suspended about 30 meters high and it is 95 m long. It rea-
ches the opposite side to the village, characterised by geological formations.
At the end of the firs bridge, the experience continues along the path where there is the chapel of “Madon-
na delle Grazie”. Then, you reach the second bridge, the impressive “Ponte alla Luna”.
It is suspended about 102 meters high and it is 300 meters long.
At the end of the second bridge, you can reach a glass skywalk to admire the whole landscape. 

Basilicata is not only a region full of history, culture, and tradition but it has also several natural landscapes 
able to give you great emotions. You can live a unique adventure crossing the Tibetan Bridges of Sasso di 
Castalada.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.

Price:
Price per person

Ponte Petracca and Ponte alla Luna € 15,00

Note: the price is per person; the price includes the equipment.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

In evidenza:
• Cross the two bridges;
• Walk on the beautiful village of Sasso di Castalda;
• Breathtakingly landscapes.

The price includes:
- Briefing on the behaviour and how use the 

equipment;
- Path of 1h30;

- Equipment.

The price does not include:
- Food and beverage;
- Transfer service;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Piazza del Popolo - 85050 Sasso di Castalda, PZ.
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Angel’s flight
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Emotional Flight

You can live a wonderful experience dangling in 
space between Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa. 
This is the first attraction in Italy that allow you to 
make an experience sliding on a steel cable 1550 
meters long and suspended at 400 meters high. 
The Angel Flight give you several emotions and al-
low you to experience the thrill of speed and ad-
mire the surrounding nature, defying the wind and 
the majesty of the mountains of Dolomiti Lucane! 

Pollino offers you a simulator flight, a vehi-
cle with four seats for adults and children 
(min. 10 years old) full of security equi-
pment: grab bars, footrests, and harnes-
ses. The steel cable will carry our “Eagle” 
to the top of the mountain, from where 
the “fall” towards the valley will begin to 
simulate the flight of this royal animal!

Flight of the eagle
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Tour culturali

Tour of alberobello

Itinerary:
-   The tour starts with the visit of one of the most important part of the city, Rione Monti. It is famous for 
    the presence of more than a thousand trulli today used as souvenir shops, artisan shops, bars, 
    restaurants; 
-   Visit the Rione Aia Piccola, the only area still used for residential use. It offers the best idea of the old  
    medieval village;
-   Stop on the panoramic balcony to take pictures;
-   Visit of Casa d’Amore, a National monument since 1930, but also an example of the 
    technical-constructive transition from the first trullo houses to nineteenth-century houses;
-   The tour ends with the visit of the church of Sant’Antonio built in the highest part of the city. 

Alberobello was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. It is known all over the world for its 
Trulli, houses realized with little stones.

Tour times:
-   Summer timetable: 10:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday;
-   Winter timetable: 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Rione Monti and Rione Aia Piccola;
• Panoramic balcony;
• Church of Sant’Antonio.
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Meeting point: 
Largo Martellotta – 70011 Alberobello, BA, (in front of Terminal restaurant).

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

 - Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Ticket to visit the Trullo Sovrano;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 20,00 2

English tour € 40,00 2

French tour € 40,00 2

German tour € 40,00 2

Spanish tour € 40,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; the price includes entrance tickets, except 
Trullo Sovrano.
Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00

English tour € 140,00

French tour € 140,00

German tour € 140,00

Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Tour of gravina and altamura

Highlights:
• Visit of Gravina in Puglia with its wonderful rupestrian habitat;
• Visit of Altamura with its Medieval old town;
• Daily tour of two important cities of Puglia.

Itinerary:
• Gravina:
-   Meet the guide in Gravina in Puglia (Via Alcide De Gasperi);
-   Visit of the Cathedral of Assunta, realized by Alfredo D’Altavilla;
-   Visit of “Cola-Cola” museum (free entrance);
-   The tour continues through Piazza Benedetto XIII and Piazza Notar Domenico, where you can admire the 
    Purgatory church, the library Finia and the famous Quattro Fontane;
-   Walk through the two districts of the city;
-   Visit of Calata di San Michele (Rione Fondo Vico) and the rocky church of San Michele delle Grotte (today
    you can see it from the outside because is being restored);
-   The tour ends with the visit of the famous bridge, Ponte Viadotto Acquedotto Madonna della Stella, 
    where you can admire a wonderful landscape. 

• Altamura:
-   Meet the guide in Altamura (in Via Matera, in front of Hotel Svevia);
-   Walking tour among cloisters, typical elements of the urban planning;
-   Visit the majestic Cathedral built in 1232;
-   Visit a traditional oven to discover the secrets of the realization of the bread. 

This tour joins Gravina and Altamura, two cities full of history, culture, and tradition. The city of Gravina is 
known for its rocky habitats thanks to the presence of several rocky churches surrounded by a wonderful 
landscape. Whereas, Altamura is known as the city of the famous DOP bread bus it also has many sites of 
interest such as the Middle age cathedral built by the emperor Frederick II of Swabia.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.
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Meeting point: 
- Gravina: Via Alcide De Gasperi (near the post office) – 70024 Gravina in Puglia, BA;
- Altamura: Via Matera (near the Hotel Svevia) - 70022 Altamura, BA.

The price includes:
- Daily tour;

- Tickets (only for join in tour);
- Licensed driver/tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tickets for private tour;
- Tasting of bread (on request);
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 30,00 4

English tour € 45,00 4

Spanish tour € 45,00 4

Note: the price is per person and for both tours; free for Under 14; the price includes en-
trance tickets; possibility to choose one of the tours.
Private tour

Price for tour

Italian tour € 220,00

English tour € 250,00

French tour € 250,00

German tour € 250,00

Spanish tour € 250,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entran-
ce tickets, which must be paid on site.
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Tour of lecce

Details:
-   The tour starts from the Basilica of Santa Croce, jewel of the Baroque of Lecce;
-   Arrival in Piazza Sant’Oronzo, where there are Palazzo del “Sedile”, the Roman column with the statue of 
    the Saint and the Roman amphitheatre;
-   Walk along Corso Vittorio Emanuele with is ancient palaces of the 500, 600 and 700 centuries;
-   Piazza Duomo in which there are the seminary, the Episcopate, the bell tower and the cathedral;
-   Visit of the underground museum of “Palazzo Taurino: Medieval Jewish Lecce”, located in the heart of 
    Jewish Jew and in particular on the remains of the ancient Synagogue, with its mikveh e mezuzah;
-   In the underground of the palace is set up a path on the medieval Lecce. A journey inside the unexplored 
    history of the city of Lecce. 

The city of Lecce, also called Florence of the Southern Italy, preserves artistic and architectural treasures of 
rare value. Nobody knows that Lecce hides an underground city to discover. 

Tour times:
-   Summer timetable: 11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday; 
-   Winter timetable: 11:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Roman column and amphitheatre in Piazza Sant’Oronzo;
• Baroque of Lecce;
• Underground museum of “Palazzo Taurino: Medieval Jewish Lecce”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Umberto I, 18 (presso Info Tab) - 73100 Lecce, LE.

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

- Tickets (only for join in tour);
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Ticket (for private tour);
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:

Join in tour

Price per person Min. person

Italian tour € 13,00 2

Note: the price is per person; the tour is guaranteed with 4 people; the price includes the 
visit of the underground museum.

Private tour

Price of tour

Italian tour € 140,00

English tour € 180,00

French tour € 190,00

German tour € 190,00

Spanish tour € 190,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include en-
trance tickets, which must be paid on site with the possibility to add two churches: Santa 
Chiara and the Cathedral. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com
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Cultural tour

Tour of bari

Itinerary:
The tour starts along the alleys of Bari Vecchia, the old town, where you can observe the old ladies while 
they make pasta, the famous orecchiette. They also used to talk with people, telling them legends and sto-
ries about faith and superstitions.
During the tour you will visit the Norman Swabian Castle, the Cathedral of San Sabino and the Basilica of 
San Nicola. The tour continues along the Muraglia to discover wonderful views of the city to photograph. 
The tour ends in Piazza Ferrarese with the explanation of Murattiano neighbourhood. 

Bari is an important city full of history and culture, you can discover all things about it with a specialized 
tourist guide. Walking on the alleys of the city and get in touch with local people and their traditions. Visit 
the most important churches of this beautiful city, such as Basilica of San Nicola, the Cathedral of San Sabi-
no, and the Norman Swabian Castle.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking,

Price:
Price of tour

Italian tour € 120,00
English tour € 140,00
French tour € 140,00
German tour € 140,00
Spanish tour € 140,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entrance tickets, which 
must be paid on site. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Basilica of San Nicola;
• Cathedral of San Sabino;
• Alleys of “Bari Vecchia” (the old town).

The price includes:
- Tour of 2h;

- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tickets;
- Food and beverage, tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Piazza Federico II di Svevia, 4 – 70121 Bari, Ba (in 
front of the Castello Svevo).

Tour of trani

Details:
-   The tour starts from the Swabian Castle, realized by Frederick II of Swabia. In this castle his son, Manfredi 
    married Elena d’Epiro;
-   Visit the Romanesque Cathedral of Trani, the symbol of the city dedicated to San Nicola Pellegrino; 
-   Tour of the tourist harbour and visit of the Ognissanti church;
-   Visit of the fortress of Sant’Antonio, destined for the defence of the harbour;
-   The tour ends with a walks inside the Jewish quarter of the city.

Trani is a wonderful city near the sea. The symbol of the city is the Romanesque cathedral. The city of Trani 
is famous for its wonderful landscape, historical and harmonic architectural lines influenced by the presen-
ce of Frederick II of Swabia, who made the city his fortress. Beautiful frescos.

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.

Highlights:
• Cathedral of Trani;
• Swabian Castle;
• Walk along the tourist harbour.
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Meeting point: 
Piazza Re Manfredi, 16 (in front of the Swabian 
Castle) - 76125 Trani, BT.

Price:
Price of tour

Italian tour € 140,00
English tour € 180,00
French tour € 190,00
German tour € 190,00
Spanish tour € 190,00

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people); the price does not include entrance tickets, which 
must be paid on site. 
For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Tour of 1h30;

- Licensed guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tickets;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Cultural tour

Tour of castel del monte

Details:
Today the wonderful fortress is located on a hill, 20 km from Andria, inside the National Park of Alta Mur-
gia. It was built in 1240 and became the home of the court of Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, the king of the 
kingdom of Sicily. Castel del Monte has been part of the list of UNESCO heritage since 1996. This castle is a 
unique structure, thanks to its octagonal plan. It is thought that it was used as an Astronomical Observatory 
or a hunting lodge. 

Castel del Monte is one of the fortresses used by Fredrick II of Swabia as hunting base. With this tour you 
will know all its secrets! 

Tour times:
It could be established at the time of booking.

Price:
Price of tour

Italian tour € 140,00
English tour € 180,00
French tour € 190,00
German tour € 190,00
Spanish tour € 190,00

Ticket: €8,00. It must be paid during the reservation.
Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people). 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Walk around the Castle to discover its history; 
• Visit of Castel del Monte;
• UNESCO heritage.

The price includes:
- Outside tour of 1h;

- Inside tour of 45 minutes;
- Licensed tourist guide.  

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Bus tickets to reach the Castle;
- Parking;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Punto d’incontro: 
SS170dir, km 0, Strada Statale 170 - 76123 
Andria, BT. 

Mozzarella experience

Details:
Discover the art of mozzarella with a workshop in a family-run farmhouse in the Apulian countryside. Visit 
one of the oldest and most fascinating farms in Apulia, to discover the stable with cows, calves, and buffalo-
es. Visit the milking room and the forest where the animals live in freedom.
Afterwards, meet the cheese maker and discover every stage of the production process from the beginning 
to the end of the real Apulian mozzarella.
After the seminar, enjoy the entire production line of the farmhouse: dairy products, cheeses, meats, meats 
and more.

Enjoy an authentic culinary experience on a family-run farm and learn how to make authentic Apulian moz-
zarella.

Tour times:
10:00 a.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlights:
• Visit a typical Apulian farmhouse and learn how to make real Mozzarella;
• Taste the fresh homemade mozzarella with typical Apulian appetizers;
• Visit the farmhouse.
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Meeting point: 
Via Ceglie Ostuni, 102 - 72013 Ceglie Messapica, BR.

Price:

Price for adult Price for children 
(from 5 to 14 years old)

Min. person

Italian tour € 15,00 € 9,00 2

English tour € 18,00 € 10,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 5; you must communicate allergies and intolerances. 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Visit of the farmhouse;
- Visit of the dairy farm;

- Tasting of local products.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Tickets;
- Food and beverage, tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Gastronomic tour

One day in masseria

Details:
You could choose among:

1.   Tour + tasting: with a local guide you could visit the entire farm (educational garden, farming, dairy 
      farm, ancient oven, and a little Chapel consecrated in the early 19th century). The tour ends with a 
      tasting of local wines and dishes;
2.   Tour + workshop: the tour of Masseria is also enriched by interactive workshops. You could choose  
      between:
      - DIARY WORKSHOP – a master cheese maker teaches you the art of making mozzarella and burrata and 
        he will involve you during this activity;
      - OVEN WORKSHOP – housekeepers will reveal the secrets of making pasta, especially orecchiette. Join 
        them and enjoy the experience;
3.   Tour + workshop + tasting: this is the combination of the two previous points.

Apulia is better known around the world as a beautiful land full of art, culture, and traditional dishes. You 
could live all these things in one day. Let us walk you through a wonderful experience, discovering ad an-
cient farmhouse.
“Masseria Cappella” is the perfect place for those who enjoy the peacefulness of the countryside as well 
as the proximity to the gorgeous touristic sites of Puglia. It is an ancient building surrounded by wide and 
open areas, woods, biological gardens, and animals.

Tour times:
10:00 a.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Highlihghts:
• Visit of a typical Masseria;
• Workshops for adults and children;
• Tasting of traditional products.
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Meetng point: 
Via per Massafra Zona E, 303, 74015 Martina Franca, TA.
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Price:

Price for adult Price for children 
(from 3 to 12 years old)

Min. person

Italian tour

1st option € 28,00 € 15,00 11

2nd option € 38,00 € 20,00 11

3rd option € 42,00 € 22,00 11

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 3; the price is for groups from min. 11 people to max. 20 peo-
ple; you must communicate allergies and intolerances. 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Tour of the farm;

- Workshops;
- Tasting of local products.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Trekking - castellaneta: the land of gravine

Itinerary:
-   meeting point with the tourist guide at “Tamoil” station in Via Taranto (Castellaneta);
-   beginning of the tour to the discovery of one of the deepest canyons of Apulia;
-   panoramic view;
-   visit of a rupestrian settlement;
-   nature trail until reaching the stone bridge of Santa Lucia;
-   crossing the bridge;
-   downhill to the ground of Gravina, where it is possible in the peak season to touch the waters of the river 
    Talvo in the peak season;
-   go back to the meeting point.

• Technical features:
-   length: 5 km;
-   duration: about 4 h;
-   altitude difference: of ca. 600 m.;
-   difficulty level:  E*. 

Visit one of the deepest canyons of Apulia: the land of Gravine located in Castellaneta (Taranto). It is a 
regional park established in the 2005. The word “gravine” refers to deep river gorges the natural habitat 
for many species of plants and animals. Here you could observe the flight of the falco grillaio and the black 
stork. We could suggest you a wonderful nature trail to appreciate the scents and sounds of nature. 

Tour times:
- Summer timetable (from April to September): 08:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sun-
day; 
- Winter timetable (from October to March): 10:30 a.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Price:

Join In tour

Price per person Min. person
Italian tour € 30,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; max 15 people each tour; it is not suitable for pregnant 
women and people with walking difficulties; no strollers. 

Private tour

Price of tour
Italian tour € 120,00 

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people). 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

Highlights:
• Gravina of Castellaneta;
• rupestrian settlement;
• crossing the Santa Lucia Bridge;
• downhill to the ground of Gravina.

The price includes:
- Trekking of 4h;

- Path of 5 km;
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Taranto (“Tamoil” station) - 74011 Castellaneta, TA.
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*E= hiking: Route on a clearly visible path, includes steep stretches and exposed stretches well marked 
and protected. It provides easy rock passages that do not require specific mountaineering knowledge.

Trekking equipment is required (trekking shoes, walking poles, technical clothing, water and first aid kit).

Hiking level
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Trekking - castellaneta: the land of gravine

Itinerary:
-   meeting point with the tourist guide at “Tamoil” station in Via Taranto (Castellaneta);
-   beginning of the tour to the discovery of one of the deepest canyons of Apulia;
-   panoramic view;
-   visit of a rupestrian settlement;
-   nature trail until reaching the stone bridge of Santa Lucia;
-   crossing the bridge;
-   go back to the meeting point.

• Technical features:
-   length: 2 km;
-   duration: about 2h30;
-   difficulty level: T*. 

Tour times;
- Summer timetable (from April to September): 08:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. It is available from Monday to Sun-
day 
- Winter timetable (from October to March): 10:30 a.m. It is available from Monday to Sunday.

Price:

Join In tour

Price for person Min. person
Italian tour € 25,00 2

Note: the price is per person; free for Under 14; max 15 people each tour; it is not suitable for pregnant 
women and people with walking difficulties; no strollers. 

Private tour

Price for tour
Italian tour € 120,00 

Note: the price is for small groups (from 1 to 10 people). 

For big groups we suggest to write and email to: info@martulliviaggi.com

The price includes:
- Trekking of 2h30;

- Path of 3 km;
- Licensed tourist guide.

The price does not include:
- Transfer service;
- Food and beverage;
- Tips;
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Meeting point: 
Via Taranto (“Tamoil” station) - 74011 Castellaneta, TA.
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*T= tourist: This is a well traced and marked trail with a low altitude. It is important to have an own know-
ledge of mountain environment and a basic training for the walk. 

Trekking equipment is required (trekking shoes, walking poles, technical clothing, water and first aid kit).

Tourist level

Highlights:
• Gravina of Castellaneta;
• rupestrian settlement;
• crossing the Santa Lucia Bridge.
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Matera, better known as city of Sassi, has fascina-
ted travelers for centuries.
Our tour winds between rocky churches and
cave houses, arousing strong emotions.
We complete our daily tour discovering the beau-
ty of the nearby Altamura, known as “the lioness 
of Puglia”, tasting its excellent product: the Pane 
D.O.P.

Price:

Price per person Min. people
€ 85,00 15

Daily tour:
Matera e Altamura

GUARANTEED DEPARTURES 
EVERY SUNDAY

The price includes:
- GT bus available to the group for the whole day 
  with transfer to and from Bari Airport;
- Licensed guide for both tours;
- Tasting of traditional bread in an ancient oven; 
- Radioguide with earphones.

The price does not include:
- Flights to and from cities.

• Alberobello
Alberobello is famous all over the world for Trulli, 

declared UNESCO World Heritage since 1996.
Our tour includes a walk through the main districts of 
the city: Rione Monti and Rione Aja Piccola, with the 

visit of one of the ancient trulli to admire the archi-
tectural structure.

• Ostuni - the white city
Ostuni is known throughout the world as the “Whi-
te City” for its beautiful old town built entirely with 

white lime.
Our guided tour winds through the narrow streets of 
the city full of craft shops until you reach the panora-
mic points that look out towards a wonderful natural 

landscape.

Price:

Price per person Min. person
€ 75,00 15

Daily tour:
valle d’itria 

GUARANTEED DEPARTURES 
EVERY SATURDAY

The price includes:
- GT bus available to the group for the whole day 

with transfer to and from Bari Airport; 
- Licensed guide for both tours;

- Radioguide with earphones.

The price does not include:
- Flights to and from cities.
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Matera join in

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Free lunch. In the afternoon, 
visit of Palombaro Lungo, the largest cistern of Matera excavated in Piazza Vittorio Veneto. The tour conti-
nues to the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, free dinner 
and overnight.

• Day 3
breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of the Crypt of Original Sin, a wonderful oratory, which represents one 
of the oldest testimonies of the rupestrian art of Southern Italy. Free lunch. In the afternoon, the tour conti-
nues with an experience among the olive trees to discover the techniques of oil processing. This experience 
ends with the oil tasting and local products. Back to the Hotel, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Price:

Number of pax Price
2 people € 386,00
4 people € 332,00
6 people € 314,00

Note: the price is per person in double room with breakfast. 

Duration:
4 days/3 nights
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The price includes:
- 3 nights in Matera; 

- Transfer service; 
- All tours with licensed travel guide, olive oil 

tasting;
- Breakfast.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Tickets for Palombaro Lungo;
- Lunch and dinner; 
- City tax (it will be paid on site);
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Matera - hot air baloon experience

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel, free lunch. In the afternoon, visit of Ma-
tera. The city of Sassi was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the 
European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties 
of Matera. Dinner in a restaurant. Back to the hotel and overnight.

• Day 2
In the early morning transfer from the hotel to the meeting point, to live the hot air balloon experience. 
With our team you will discover the authentic soul of Matera. You will live an experience with the best 
licenced society in the Southern Italy, able to carry out commercial flight with passengers. This magical 
experience will end with a local tasting. Back to Matera and free time. Dinner in a restaurant. Back to the 
hotel and overnight.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Price:
Number of pax Price
2 people € 550,00
4 people € 450,00
6 people € 435,00

Note: the price is per person in double room. 

Duration:
3 days/2 nights

The price includes:
- 2 nights in Matera;

 - Transfer service;
- Visit of Matera with licensed travel guide;

- Hot air balloon flight (briefing in advance, certifi-
cate of flight); 

- Transport from/to the point of departure (hotel in 
Matera);

- Aviation insurance under current legislation;
- Breakfasts, dinners in restaurant.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Lunches; 
- City tax (it will be paid on site);
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Martulli Viaggi | MateraTour packages for individual
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Matera & magna grecia

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Free lunch. In the afternoon, 
visit of Palombaro Lungo, the largest cistern of Matera excavated in Piazza Vittorio Veneto. The tour conti-
nues the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, free dinner and 
overnight.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of the Crypt of Original Sin, a wonderful oratory, which represents one 
of the oldest testimonies of the rupestrian art of Southern Italy. Free lunch. In the afternoon, the tour con-
tinues to Metaponto one of the most important ancient cities in Basilicata. It is characterized by important 
archaeological sites such as the Archaeological Park of Apollonio Licio and the wonderful Tavole Palatine. 
The National Archaeological Museum of Metaponto is important to know the history of this old city. Back 
to the Hotel, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
B reakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach Policoro a charming seaside resort on Ionian Cost, located few 
kilometres from Matera. Its origins are incredibly old and are still preserved in Siritide National Museum 
and in the ruins of the two old centres of Heraclea and Siris. Free lunch. In the afternoon, visit of Santa Maria 
D’Anglona sanctuary, the last testimony of the ancient city of Angola. The sanctuary, located on a hill betwe-
en Tursi and Policoro, dominates the valley below between the river Agri and Sinni. Back to the Hotel, free 
dinner and overnight.

• Day 5
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Duration:
5 days/4 nights
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The price includes:
- 4 nights in Hotel;
- Transfer service; 

- All tours with licensed travel guide;
- Breakfast.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Tickets for Palombaro Lungo, Metaponto and 
  Policoro;
- Lunches and dinenrs;
- City tax (it will be paid on site);
-  All not mentioned in “the price includes”.

Price:
Number of pax Price
2 people € 885,00
4 people € 585,00
6 people € 495,00

Note: the price is per person in double room with breakfast. 
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Gran tour of basilicata

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel, dinner in restaurant and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Free lunch. In the afternoon, 
visit of Palombaro Lungo, the largest cistern of Matera excavated in Piazza Vittorio Veneto. The tour con-
tinues the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, dinner in 
restaurant and overnight.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of the Crypt of Original Sin, a wonderful oratory, which represents one 
of the oldest testimonies of the rupestrian art of Southern Italy. Free lunch. The tour continues the town 
of Miglionico with the visit of al Castle of Malconsiglio. During the tour you can visit “Santa Maria Maggio-
re” church in which you can admire the Crucifix that inspired Mel Gibson in “The Passion”. Back to Matera, 
dinner in restaurant and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the Dolomiti Lucane. Visit of Castelmezzano considered one of 
the most beautiful villages in Italy. Castelmezzano is a medieval village and the old town is characterized by 
many houses with roofs of sandstone slabs embedded in a rocky basin. Free lunch. Transfer to Pietrapertosa. 
The village offers a unique scenery, and you can visit several places that characterize it: the Arabata, the Nor-
man-Swabian Castle and the Church of San Giacomo Maggiore also known as the ancient medieval fortress. 
Back to Matera, dinner in restaurant and overnight.

Duration:
6 days/5 nights
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• Day 5
breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach Craco, the “Ghost Town”. Craco is named in this way because of 
a landslide than involved people to move downstrem in a new location called “Craco Peschiera”. Free lunch. 
The tour continues the visit of Aliano and its Carlo Levi literary park. Back to Matera, dinner in restaurant 
and overnight.

• Day 6
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Price:

Number of pax Price
2 people € 1.315,00
3 people € 1.055,00
4 people € 925,00
5 people € 850,00
6 people € 800,00
7 people € 760,00
8 people € 735,00

Note: the price is per person in double room. 

The price includes:
- 5 nights in Hotel;
- Transfer service; 

- All tours with licensed travel guide;
- Breakfast and dinner.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Tickets for Palombaro Lungo, Castle of Miglionico 
   and Carlo Levi literary park; 
- Lunches;
- City tax (it will be paid on site);
- All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Fly & drive - puglia and basilicata

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Ostuni. Arrival at the Hotel, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Polignano a Mare. An important destination for anyone arriving in 
Puglia, especially for its characteristic old town with medieval structures and panoramic views of the sea. 
Free lunch. Afternoon dedicated to another seaside town, Monopoli. In the heart of its old town, on a small 
peninsula called “Turris Paola”, stands the majestic castle of Monopoli. Its port is the main attraction of this 
beautiful town. Back to Ostuni, free dinner in restaurant and overnight.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit Locorotondo considered one of the most beautiful villages in Italy. The 
tour continues to Martina Franca with a walk through the village, until you reach an ancient oil mill, “L’Acro-
poli di Puglia”, where you can take a tour and an oil tasting. Free lunch. Then, visit of Alberobello with a tra-
vel guide. This city was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. It is known all over the world for 
its Trulli, houses realized with little stones. Hotel accommodation in Alberobello, free dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to Gravina in Puglia, a wonderful rocky town, chosen by many directors as 
a set for several movies of international fame. Here you can observe the ancient bridge Aquedotto, from whi-
ch you can enjoy a breathtakingly landscape. Free lunch. The tour continues to the visit of Altamura. Walking 
among the cloisters you can admire the cathedral that stands in the old town. Altamura is better known for 
its excellent product, the bread D.O.P. The tour ends with the visit of an ancient oven. Hotel accommodation 
in Matera, free dinner and overnight.

Duration:
6 days/5 nights
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• Day 5
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Free lunch. In the afternoon, 
visit of Palombaro Lungo, the largest cistern of Matera excavated in Piazza Vittorio Veneto. The tour conti-
nues to the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, free dinner 
and overnight.

• Day 6
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Price:

Number of pax Price
2 people € 770,00
4 people € 660,00
6 people € 625,00

Note: the price is per person in double room with breakfast.  

The price includes:
- 2 nights in Masseria or Hotel (Ostuni), 1 night in 

Hotel (Alberobello), 2 nights in Hotel (Matera);
- Transfer service; 

- All tours with licensed travel guide; 
- Breakfast.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Tickets for Palombaro Lungo; 
- Lunch and dinner;
 - City tax (it will be paid on site);
 - All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Gran tour of basilicata

• Day 1
Arrival at Bari Airport and transfer to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Free lunch. The tour continues 
the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overni-
ght.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of the Crypt of Original Sin, a wonderful oratory, which represents one 
of the oldest testimonies of the rupestrian art of Southern Italy. Free lunch. The tour continues the town 
of Miglionico with the visit of al Castle of Malconsiglio. During the tour you can visit “Santa Maria Maggio-
re” church in which you can admire the Crucifix that inspired Mel Gibson in “The Passion”. Back to Matera, 
dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the Dolomiti Lucane. Visit of Castelmezzano considered one of 
the most beautiful villages in Italy. Castelmezzano is a medieval village and the old town is characterized by 
many houses with roofs of sandstone slabs embedded in a rocky basin. Free lunch. Transfer to Pietrapertosa. 
The village offers a unique scenery, and you can visit several places that characterize it: the Arabata, the Nor-
man-Swabian Castle and the Church of San Giacomo Maggiore also known as the ancient medieval fortress. 
Back to Matera, dinner and overnight.

• Day 5
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach Craco, the “Ghost Town”. Craco is named in this way because of 
a landslide than involved people to move downstrem in a new location called “Craco Peschiera”. Free lunch. 
The tour continues the visit of Aliano and its Carlo Levi literary park. Back to Matera, dinner and overnight.

Duration:
7 days/6 nights

• Day 6
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach Melfi to visit the Cathedral of “Santa Maria Assunta” and the 
Castle of Frederick II, which also houses the national archaeological museum. Then, the tour continues 
the nearby town of Venosa in which you can visit an archaeological area that preserves the monumental 
remains of the Latin colony of Venusia (founded in 291 b. C). The tour ends with Lagopesole a little town 
known for its Swabian past, related to the figures of Frederick II and his son Manfred and the events of the 
brigand Carmine Crocco. Back to Matera, dinner and overnight.

• Day 7
Breakfast at the Hotel and transfer to reach the airport.

Price:

N° of pax Price per person (in double room) Price per person (in single room)
From 9 to 15 € 800,00 € 1.120,00
From 16 to 23 € 800,00 € 1.040,00

The price includes:
- Transfer with GT bus during the whole journey;

- 3/4* Hotel in Matera;
- Breakfast and dinner with beverage;

- All tours with licensed travel guid;
- Radio guide with earphones.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Tickets for Castle of Miglionico and Carlo Levi 
  literary park;
- City tax (it will be paid on site);
-All not mentioned in “the price includes”.
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Unesco heritage tour

• Days 1
Departure from your destination and journey to Matera. Arrival at the Hotel. Dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Lunch in restaurant. The tour 
continues the Murgia Park, where at sunset the view becomes breathtakingly. Back to the Hotel, dinner and 
overnight.

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Alberobello with a travel guide. This city was declared a World He-
ritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. It is known all over the world for its Trulli, houses realized with little stones. 
Light Lunch. The tour continues visiting Ostuni, better known as the White City. Ostuni is one of the most 
beautiful towns of Italy. Here it will be possible to visit and ancient oil mill where tasting Apulian oil with 
some bread. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of two important cities: Castel del Monte and Trani. Arrival at Castel 
del Monte and visit it. Castel del Monte is known for its octagonal square and built by Frederick II of Swa-
bia. It was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. Free lunch. Then, the tour continues visiting 
Trani and its Romanesque Cathedral close to the sea. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

• Day 5
Breakfast at the Hotel, check – out and back home.

Live with us a wonderful journey discovering UNESCO heritage cities. They are priceless and enchanting 
places.

Duration:
5 days/4 nights

The price includes:
- Bus GT 30 seats with every comfort (Wi-Fi, mini 

bar and USB sockets);
- Departing from Turin with intermediate stops in 

Milan and Bologna for passenger load;
- Overnight in 3/4* Hotel, 4 nights in Matera;

- Breakfast and dinner with beverage;
- Guided tours;

- Oil tasting in Ostuni;
- Tickets in Matera and Castel del Monte;

- 2 lunches in restaurant;
- Tour leader;

- Welcome kit;
- Radio guide with earphones.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Shuttles to reach the meeting points in Milan and 
  Bologna;
- Accommodation and food of drivers and tour 
  leader;
- City tax;
- All not indicated in “the price includes”.

Price:
N° of pax Price per person (in double room) Price per person (in single room)
Min 15 people € 855,00 € 995,00
Min 20 people € 750,00 € 910,00
Min 25 people € 690,00 € 850,00
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Puglia: between daunia And salento

• Day 1
Arrival in Puglia and accommodation in Hotel. Dinner and overnight.

• Day 2
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Alberobello with a travel guide. This city was declared a World He-
ritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. It is known all over the world for its Trulli, houses realized with little stones. 
Free lunch. The tour continues visiting Ostuni, better known as the White City. Back to the Hotel, dinner 
and overnight. 

• Day 3
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Polignano a Mare. An important destination for anyone arriving in 
Puglia, especially for its characteristic old town with medieval structures and panoramic views of the sea. 
Free lunch. Afternoon dedicated to another seaside town, Monopoli. In the heart of its old town, on a small 
peninsula called “Turris Paola”, stands the majestic castle of Monopoli. Its port is the main attraction of this 
beautiful town. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

• Day 4
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Matera with a travel guide. The city of Sassi was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1993. This wonderful city is also the European Capital of Culture 2019. Walking 
in narrows alleys you could admire artistic and cultural beauties of Matera. Lunch in restaurant. In the after-
noon, the tour continues with an experience among the olive trees to discover the techniques of oil proces-
sing. This experience ends with the oil tasting and local products. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

• Day 5
Breakfast at the Hotel and then visit of Lecce, the wonderful Florence of the Southern Italy. The tour of 
Lecce will show you the beauty of the Baroque city, including the Roman amphitheatre of the II B.C. near 
Piazza Sant’Oronzo. Free lunch. Lecce is also known for papier-mache, an ancient art that you can observe 
in the several shops of the old town. You will visit an ancient papier-mache workshop where you can know 
the secrets related to this ancient processing. Back to the Hotel, dinner and overnight.

Puglia is one of the most popular regions of the Southern Italy thank to its landscapes ranging from the sea 
to the mountains.
This journey will give you many emotions during the discover of culture, traditions, and beautiful places, 
between Daunia and Salento.

Duration:
6 days/5 nights

• Day 6
Breakfast at the Hotel, check – out and then visit of two important cities: Castel del Monte and Trani. Arri-
val at Castel del Monte and visit it. Castel del Monte is known for its octagonal square and built by Frederick 
II of Swabia. It was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996. Back home.

The price includes:
- Overnight in 3/4* Hotel, 5 nights in Puglia;

- Breakfast and dinner with beverage;
- Guided tours;

- Oil tasting in Matera;
- Tickets in Matera and Castel del Monte;

- 1 lunch in restaurant;
- Welcome kit;

- Radio guide with earphones.

The price does not include:
- Flights from and to home;
- Bus GT 30 seats (on request with extra cost);
- Tickets in Lecce;
- City tax;
- All not indicated in “the price includes”.

Price:
N° of pax Price per person (in double room) Price per person (in single room)
Min 15 people € 545,00 € 720,00
Min 20 people € 525,00 € 700,00
Min 25 people € 515,00 € 690,00



GENRAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Sours of legislation:
   1.1 The purchase and sale of tourist package, whether for services to be provided in national territory or 
          abroad, is governed by L. 27/12/1977 nr. 1084 ratification and enforcement of the International 
          Convention on Travel Contracts (CCV) signed in Brussels on 23.4.1970, as applicable, and the Tourism 
          Code (Art. 32 - 53) and subsequent amendments (including those provided by Legislative Decree no. 
          62 of 21/05/2018, in implementation of Directive EU 2015/2302). 
   1.2 The tourist is entitled to receive a copy of the sales contract of package tourist (pursuant to art. 36 
          Cod. Tourism, as amended by Legislative Decree no. 62 of 21/05/2018). About contracts negotiated  
          away from business premises (defined in article 45, paragraph 1, letter h, of Legislative Decree 6 
          September 2005, n. 206), a copy or confirmation of the sales contract of package tour is provided to 
          the traveller on paper or, if the traveller agrees, in another durable medium.

2. Mandatory information - technical sheet:
   2.1 Technical organization Martulli s.r.l. - Via Alessandro Volta, 3/5 - 75100 Matera (MT) - P.IVA. IT 
          01308830775.
   2.2 Professional RC Insurance policy stipulated with Groupama Insurance Company No. 107182731 and 
          Nobis guarantee fund.
   2.3 The prices published in the catalogue and on the website are expressed in Euro and are net, inclusive  
          of VAT.
   2.4 Before the conclusion of the contract, the organiser and the retailer shall communicate to the 
          traveller the following information:
          a. the destination or destinations travel, itinerary and periods of stay included dates and number of 
              nights;
          b. the means, characteristics and categories of transport, the places, dates and times of departure 
              and return, the duration, and the place of intermediate stop;
          c. the meals provided;
          d. tour, excursions, or other services included in the package;
          e. the total price of the package including taxes, fees, additional costs, including any administrative 
              and handling charges;
          f.  the method of payment, including the amount or percentage of the price to be paid as advance and 
              the timetable for payment of the balance;
          g. the minimum number of people required for the package and the deadline for any termination of 
              the contract in case of failure to reach the number;
          h. information about an optional or compulsory insurance covering medical- luggage or travel
              cancellation costs.

3. Reservation:
   3.1 The booking proposal must be drawn up on a specific contract form, completed in every part and 
          signed by the client, who will receive a copy. The acceptance of the reservation is considered 
          completed, with consequent conclusion of the contract, with special stamp and signature from the 
          Martulli S.r.l. and special signature from the contracting party/customer.
   3.2 The tourist package purchased by the client will contain only the services indicated in the booking 
          confirmation. Any different and/or additional services, such as transfers to and from the place of 
          departure and the services purchased on site by the customer are not included in the package and 
          therefore the organizer assumes no responsibility in this regard and may in no way be held 
          responsible in relation to them.

4. Payments: 
At the time of booking must be paid, as a deposit, 30% of the total amount of the package. The balance 
must be paid at least 20 days before departure.
Payment must be made by bank transfer:
- Beneficiary: Martulli S.r.l., Beneficiary account: IT26O0542416101000000158073, Name of the bank: Ban-
ca Popolare di Bari branch of Matera Via Roma.
At the time of payment, it is necessary to send by e-mail, to the booking office, the copy of the accountant 
to guarantee the actual booking of the requested services. Failure to pay the deposit within the set period 
provides for the termination of the contract and the lack of opportunity to take advantage of the package.  

5. Price:
The price of the package is specified in the contract and may or may not agree with what is indicated on the 
catalogue or on the website. The price of the package may refer to that tailor made package by agreement 
between the parties. All extra costs not included in the departure fee, such as tourist tax, porterage, extra 
fuel for means of transport or other tourist services not mentioned, are always specified in detail among 
the notes of the offer.

6. Withdrawal and cancellation policies:
   6.1 The tourist can withdraw from the contract without penalty in the following cases:
         a. the price increase of more than 8%;
         b. substantial changes to one or more elements of the contract, considered essential for the use of the 
              package, made by the organizer after concluding the contract, but before departure and not 
              accepted by the tourist.
   6.2 If such cases occur, it is possible to offer the tourist an alternative package of equivalent or higher 
          quality without having to pay surcharges. In case of non-acceptance of the replacement package the 
          tourist must be refunded of the total amount paid within 14 days. 
   6.3 To the Tourist who withdraws from the contract before departure, outside of the hypotheses listed in 
          the first paragraph, will be charged, regardless of the payment of the deposit: the individual cost of 
          practical management, any consideration for insurance cover already requested at the time of 
          conclusion of the contract or for other services already rendered and the penalties on the
          participation fee indicated below:
         a) From 90° day before arrival no penalty;
         b) From 89° to 59° days of arrival 30% of penalty;
         c) From 58° to 45° days of arrival 40% of penalty;
         d) From 44° to 30° days of arrival 50% of penalty;
         e) From 29° to 15° days of arrival 70% of penalty;
         f) From 14° to arrival 100% penalty.

NOTE: For some hotels there are special offers with non-refundable rates and therefore subject to higher 
cancellation fees (equal to 100% of the fee). These exceptions will be expressly mentioned on the page 
dedicated to the description of the structure, with the indication “NON-REFUNDABLE RATE”.

7. Changes before departure by the Tourist:
After the confirmation of the booking, it is not possible to make changes to any of the package travel servi-
ces. Changes requested by the traveller to bookings already accepted are not required by the organizer in 
cases where they cannot be met.
Any modification to one or more of the services included in the package requested after acceptance of the 
contract by the organizer, entails for the customer a fixed charge of a certain amount per person, as a practi-
cal management fee, in addition to any additional costs or penalties imposed by the actual service provider 
and/or service provider concerned.
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NOTE: the decrease in the number of passengers within a practice is to be understood as “partial cancella-
tion”, with the consequent application of the cancellation penalties referred to in point 6.3.

8. Obligations of tourists:
The tourist is always required to inform the organizer of any special needs or conditions (pregnancy, food 
intolerance, disability, etc.) signing consent to the processing of sensitive data, and to explicitly specify the 
request for related personalized services. In the absence of such consent, it will not be possible to fulfil the 
contractual obligations. 

9. Responsibility:
The organizer is responsible for the execution of all the travel services included in the package, regardless 
of who is the direct provider of the same. The traveller must promptly contest the discrepancies with re-
spect to the contract and the organizer must remedy them promptly unless this is impossible or excessively 
burdensome.
Articulated is the discipline related to defects of conformity, which constitute a fulfilment pursuant to art. 
1455 of the Civil Code. In such cases, the traveller shall be entitled to: 
         a. to terminate the package travel contract without charge and with immediate effect;
         b.if the conditions are met, ask for an adequate reduction of the price for the period during which 
            there has been a lack of conformity, as well as adequate compensation for any damage (art. 43, 1, 1 
            and 2, paragraph, referred to in art. 42, 5, paragraph, Tourism Code). 
The Organizer, moreover, cannot be held responsible, any damage resulting from the supply of services pro-
vided by third parties who are not part of the package or resulting from initiatives taken independently by 
the traveller during the journey. In addition, the Organizer will only be responsible for what its employees, 
agents and suppliers do or fail to do, if they act in the performance of their duties at that time (for em-
ployees) or are conducting a job that the Organizer has asked them to do (for agents and suppliers).

10. Obligation to provide assistance
   10.1 By law, the organizer is obliged to provide assistance to the traveller without delay and in all 
            circumstances where he is in difficulty. 
   10.2 For assistance you can ask for a reasonable fee if the problem is caused intentionally by the traveller 
            or through his fault, within the limits of the actual expenses incurred.

11. Cancellation insurance
   11.1 Legal provisions: Contracts relating to the offer of only the transport service, the stay service, or any 
            other separate tourist service, as they cannot be considered as a negotiation case of travel 
            organization or package travel, are governed by the following provisions of the CCV: art. 1, n.3 and 
            n.6; arts. 17 to 23; arts. from 24 to 31, (limited to those parts of those provisions which do not relate 
            to the organisation contract) as well as other agreements specifically related to the sale of the 
            individual service under contract. A seller who undertakes to procure for third parties, including by 
            electronic means, an unbundled tourist service, is required to issue to the tourist the documents      
            relating to this service, which report the amount paid for the service.
   11.2 Terms and conditions: The terms and conditions of the general terms and conditions of the 
            package tour sales contract apply to these contracts. The application of these clauses does not 
            determine the configuration of the relevant contracts as a tourist package. The terminology of the 
            clauses relating to the package travel contract (organizer. travel, etc.) should therefore be 
            understood with reference to the corresponding figures in the contract for the sale of individual    
            travel services (seller, stay, etc.). 

Mandatory disclosure pursuant to Article 17 of L. 38/2006
“Italian law punishes with imprisonment crimes concerning prostitution and child pornography, even if 
committed abroad”.

Privacy
In accordance with current legislation on the protection of personal data (EU Regulation no. 679 of 2016), 
we wish to inform you that the processing of personal data is carried out with fairness and transparency, 
for lawful purposes and by protecting the privacy and rights of the traveller. The treatments are also carried 
out with the help of computer tools for the following purposes:
a. to acquire and confirm the booking of accommodation services and ancillary services, and to 
             provide the services requested: as these are treatments necessary for the definition of the 
             contractual agreement and for its subsequent implementation, consent is not required, unless 
             special, so-called sensitive data are provided. In case of refusal to provide personal data, it will not  
             be possible to confirm the reservation or provide the requested services. The processing will cease 
             at departure, but some personal data may or must continue to be processed for the purposes and in 
             the manner indicated in the following points;
b. to fulfil the obligation laid down in the “Consolidated Text of the Laws of Public Safety” (article 109 
             R.D. 18.6.1931 n. 773) which requires the Police to communicate to the Police Station, for public 
             security purposes, the personal details of the clients lodged in accordance with the procedures 
             established by the Ministry of the Interior (Decree of 7 January 2013). The provision of data is 
             mandatory and does not require consent, and in case of refusal to provide it will not be possible 
             to accommodate the customer in the structure. The data acquired for this purpose are not stored by 
             the organizer. 
c. to send promotional messages and updates on rates and offers: for this purpose, after obtaining 
             consent, the data will be kept for a maximum period of 120 months or, in any case, until the right of 
             objection is expressly exercised by the interested party and will not be disclosed to third parties. You 
             can revoke your consent at any time.  

The European Regulation grants the traveller certain rights, including the right of access and rectification, 
or of cancellation or limitation or opposition to processing, in addition to the right to data portability, if and 
to the extent applicable (Articles 15 to 22 of EU Regulation no. 679 of 2016). It may also lodge a complaint 
with the supervisory authority, in accordance with the procedures laid down by the law in force.
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